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Tokenization is the epitome of dreaming big. All assets on digital rails seamlessly exchanged from 
peer-to-peer. Businesses with high asset turnover are natural unlocks. 

market notes… Tokenization... Dream Big, Execute Small 
6/2/23 - Marcel Kasumovich, Deputy CIO, Coinbase Asset Management 

1. Dream big. Use Mike Hearn, an early Bitcoin adopter, as a role model. Mike evaluated Bitcoin 
interacting with Satoshi, engaged in core development, and elegantly articulated the “Future of Money” 
in 2013. He asked his audience to imagine the world in 50 years. Financial cryptography and advanced 
robotics would allow autonomous agents to work independently, with Bitcoin wallets their “bank” and 
peer-to-peer their method of exchange. 

2. It's an intriguing vision for economic flows. But what about the stock of capital? After all, global 
financial wealth is $464 trillion, with 54% tied to financial assets and 46% in non-financial. If technology 
drives convergence to decentralized value transfer, surely the same will be true for existing assets and 
liabilities. And that’s the excitement about tokenization. Converting existing assets and unlocking new 
ones through tokenization is dreaming (really) big. 

3. Big dreams require a lot of small execution. Tests on asset tokenization range from bond issuance to 
vacation homes and litigation claims. None have created an unlock as the barriers to entry are high. The 
size of the US fixed income market, for instance, is $51 trillion; $34 trillion is held by domestic financial 
institutions. Owners are concentrated and cautious, likely more attentive to liquidity than driving 
changes to the plumbing of capital markets. 

4. Tokenization is most likely to be led by users with the greatest incentives. We see two natural 
avenues: 

5. The first is tied to high-velocity asset turnover. Atomic, or simultaneous, settlement can greatly 
reduce cash buffers. Counterparty and settlement risks evaporate, leading to a decline in capital 
reserves to guard against those risks. It translates into rapidly expanding capital returns. The Tel Aviv 
Stock Exchange “Eden” program is a leading example, utilizing the Ethereum blockchain and Fireblocks. 
Investor adoption of digital rails will follow the liquidity. 

6. The second is via areas that unlock a new user experience, where barriers to entry are low. 
Gamification of loyalty programs is a simple example. Starbucks is issuing non-fungible tokens called 
“stamps,” prioritizing the most loyal users. The most recent airdrop froze the website. Seven NFT 
collections account for a modest $2 million in volume to date – not the value of mainstream finance but 
a back door into crypto asset adoption.  

7. Lines between digital and real assets will increasingly blur by compelling user experience. 
Tokenization in payments is already the norm, just not executed on crypto asset rails. And the US dollar 
is also the most successful tokenized asset in the ecosystem – stablecoin – because of its resilience and 
utility. Regulatory obstacles emerge, and arbitrage follows as seen with this week’s launch of the First 
Digital US dollar stablecoin in Hong Kong. 

https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/mike-index-html/5x2464/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/arch-global-wealth-report-html/5x2467/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/e-Trading-2023-04-27-SIFMA-pdf/5x246b/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/ases-z1-20230309-html-l108-htm/5x246f/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/-11-what-is-atomic-settlement-/5x246j/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/or-its-tokenized-digital-bonds/5x246m/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/kchain-platform-301653316-html/5x246q/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/s-with-first-store-collection-/5x246t/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
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8. Blockchains, smart contracts, and tokens are the three core pillars to build upon. Digital wallets will be 
at the core of user experience, and key for raising comfort levels with tokenized assets. Again, the 
blurred lines between conventional and digital payment rails are increasingly evident. Magic, a wallet-
as-a-service engine, is smoothing onboarding to Web3 experiences. And PayPal Ventures led their latest 
funding round. 

9. Will you hold your tokenized home in a digital wallet? Eventually, but it’s probably not the first step. 
Real estate is the largest asset held directly by households. Financial assets are mostly owned indirectly, 
through pensions and the like. Homes are all about title, and title transfers are costly and slow. 
Blockchain technologies are surely more efficient. But housing turnover is slow, at roughly 4% per 
annum. Once every 25 years. There is no urgency for improving efficiency. 

10. New market segments, like climate, are ripe for the technologies. The World Economic Forum 
featured 10 sessions on blockchain technologies in January and recently showcased how the 
technologies scale to climate policies. It centers on the voluntary carbon market – one anticipated to 
expand 15-times through 2030 and 100-times through 2050 to an estimated $250 billion on the pathway 
to net zero emissions, as shown in Figure 2. 

11. One of the greatest challenges of the carbon market is the legitimacy of the ledger. Blockchain 
technologies provide a solution. Then, smart contracts allow for the secondary market revenue to be 
delivered directly to project developers. It has been two years since we enabled on-chain carbon offsets 
to neutralize the Bitcoin climate footprint; solutions have accelerated since. It’s the type of small 
execution that will allow tokenization to keep dreaming big. 
 

  

https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/caling-Climate-Action-2023-pdf/5x246x/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
https://info.oneriveram.com/e/937233/6e-0898-48b1-815b-ccb759ad7cb6/5x2471/434507889?h=mOrJ302pwJGOtuJnMkKzHfvJerUk4_NE01MCCv2vmfw
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Figure 1 – Climate Financing Investment Consistent with Paris Accord 
 
 

 

Source: Buchner, Barbara, et al., Global Landscape of Climate Finance 2021, Climate Policy Initiative, 
2021. 
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Disclaimer:
This communication, including any attachments, is 
intended only for the use of the addressee and may 
contain information that is confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Any unauthorized use, 
distribution, modification, forwarding, copying or 
disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please delete this message, 
including any attachments, and notify the sender 
immediately. The information and any disclosures 
provided herein do not constitute a solicitation or offer 
to purchase any security or other financial product or 
investment and is not intended as investment, tax, or 
legal advice. Unless otherwise noted, all information is 
estimated, unaudited and may be subject to revision 
without notice. Past results are not indicative of future 
results. 

This communication may contain statements of opinion, 
including but not limited to, the author’s analysis and views 
with respect to: digital assets, projected inflation, 
macroeconomic policy, and the market in general. 
Statements of opinion herein have been formulated using 
the author’s experience, research, and/or analysis, however, 
such statements also contain elements of subjectivity and are 
often subjective in nature. In addition, when conducting the 
analyses on which it bases statements of opinion, the 
author(s) will incorporate assumptions, which in some cases 
may be shown to be inaccurate in the future, including in 
certain material respects.  Nothing in this presentation 
represents a guarantee of any future outcome. The author(s) 
are under no obligation to update this document, notify any 
recipients, or re-publish the content contained herein in the 
event that any factual assertions, assumptions, forward-
looking statements, or opinions are subsequently shown to 
be inaccurate. 
   
Certain information contained in this Communication 
constitutes "forward-looking statements," which can be 
identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as 
"may", "will", "should", "expect", "anticipate", "target", 
"project", "estimate", "intend", "continue" or "believe" or 
the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or 
comparable terminology. Forward-looking statements made 
in this communication are based on current expectations, 
speak only as of the date of this communication, as the case 
may be, and are susceptible to a number of risks, 
uncertainties and other factors. Assumptions relating to the 
foregoing involve judgments with respect to, among other 
things, projected inflation, the regulation of digital assets and 
macroeconomic policy, all of which are difficult or impossible 
to predict accurately and many of which are beyond our 
control. In light of the significant uncertainties inherent in the 
forward-looking statements included herein, the inclusion of 
such information should not be regarded as a representation 
to future results or that the objectives and plans expressed 
or implied by such forward-looking statements will be 
achieved. 
 

Certain information contained herein may have been 
obtained from third party sources and such information has 
not been independently verified by the author(s). References 
herein to third parties are for illustrative purposes and are 
not an endorsement or recommendation for products or 
services. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, 
expressed or implied, is given to the accuracy or 
completeness of such information. While such sources are 
believed to be reliable, the author(s) do not assume any 
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such 
information. 
 
The information and any disclosures provided herein do 
not constitute a solicitation or offer to purchase any 
security or other financial product or investment and is 
not intended as investment, tax, or legal advice. Unless 
otherwise noted, all information is estimated, unaudited 
and may be subject to revision without notice. Past 
results are not indicative of future results.  


